Continued fractions (CFs) enable straightforward representation of elementary functions and rational approximations. We improve the positional algebraic algorithm, which computes homographic functions such as y = , given redundant continued fractions x , y, and integers a, b, c, d. The improved algorithm for the linear fractional transformation produces exact results, given regular continued fraction input. In case the input is in redundant continued fraction form, our improved linear algorithm increases the percentage of exact results with 12-bit state registers from 78% to 98%.
proved linear algorithm increases the percentage of exact results with 12-bit state registers from 78% to 98%.
The maximal error of non-exact results is improved from 1 to 2_8. Indeed, by detecting a small number of cases, we can add a final correction step to improve the guaranteed accuracy of non-exact results.
We refer to the fact that a few results may not be exact as "Semi-Exact" arithmetic.
We detail the adjustments to the positional algebraic algorithm concerning register overflow, the virtual singularities that occur during the computation, and the errors due to non-regular, redundant CF inputs.
Motivation
We start by defining some continued fraction(CF) forms. Regular continued fractions are simple continued fractions with all a2 E &f+, except a0 e fif. Redundant continued fractions [18] use a finite representation of partial quotients and therefore include zero, i.e. _2N < a <2N - 1 Redundant continued fractions connect uniformly distributed, binary numbers to continued fractions. CFs are at the basis of rational approximation theory. The representation of rational numbers by CFs connects number representation to transcendental functions. Although we are still missing a general theory explaining the connection between transcendental functions and continued fractions({8], see Introduction by Peter Henrici), we can already take advantage of the known, isolated "gems" of continued fraction expansions such as: 1 3 5 7 9 11 tan(x) = 0;-,--, -, --, -' --, . .
x xx xx x (1) In this paper we explore arithmetic within a continued fraction representation of rational numbers. More specifically, we improve the precision of known algorithms to compute T1 = , and investigate higher degree polynomials and conversion of simple continued fractions to redundant continued fractions.
Ultimatively, we envision continued fractions as a candidate for the computer engineers "bag of tricks", such as the logarithmic number system, the Fast-Fourier Transform, runlength encoding, etc.
Continued Fraction Theory
This section provides basic continued fraction theory for the reader not familiar with continued fractions.
A finite continued fraction with i partial quotients can always be transformed into a ratio with:
(2) (3) where corresponds to the value of the same continued fraction without the partial quotient. mitial conditions are A0 = a0, B0 = 1, A_1 = 1, and B1 =0. which relates the representation of CFs to the algorithms investigated in this paper.
The following equivalence shows how to convert gen- with k(x), the number of partial quotients, and n, the number of approximated decimal digits.
In other words, the precision of a regular continued fraction with n partial quotients corresponds roughly to the precision of a decimal number with n decimal digits. We conclude that the information content of one partial quotient is on average constant and comparable to one decimal digit.
Khinchin [5] shows the distribution of the values of partial quotients x of regular continued fractions, found by Kuzmin in 1928 (see also Knuth[9}) .
Pr(x = a) = log2 (x + 1)2 (5) Approximation of functions with their CF expansion is based on the equivalence of series and CFs. and tan'(x) are shown in [17] .
The following theorem on the convergence of regular continued fractions ensures the convergence of the rational approximation algorithms with regular CF input.
Theorem 6 Every regular continued fraction converges to a real number.
For simple continued fractions it is much harder to guarantee convergence. Using Equivalence 2 we transform simple continued fractions to positive simple continued fractions. For positive simple continued fractions we then apply the following theorem. [22] , and possibly provide a larger region of convergence. Muller{20] suggests that functions that are " highly non-polynomial" are better approximated by rational approximations. Jones and Thron ([8] , p. 202) claim that eight decimal digits of arctan(1) are approximated by a continued fraction six orders of magnitude faster than by a polynomial series.
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Notes on the history and sources of continued fraction theory and the following continued fraction arithmetic algorithms can be found in Appendix A.
Continued Fraction Arithmetic Algorithms
Before looking at implementation details, we summarize the state-of-the-art in continued fraction arithmetic algorithms. We limit our summary to material that leads to the improvements in section 4.1.
Every number representation has its natural set of operations. Residue numbers favor addition, while logarithmic numbers favor multiplication. 
Algebraic Algorithms
Gosper [11] proposes the general idea behind the algebraic algorithm. As in Raney's algorithm L4I = constant for all iterations. The algorithm requires one state register for each coefficient.
• to consume an input quotient x2
apply T'(x) = T(x +
• to produce an output quotient o
Both transformations preserve the form of the homographic transformation. We can independently consume an input quotient, or produce an output quotient at each iteration. However, ensuring that quotients are consumed and produced optimally increases the overall computation time by an "order of magnitude" [17] .
Vuillemin '5 positional algebraic algorithm consumes one input and produces one output at each iteration, making the computation more regular. Iteration equa- (8) tions and the initially proposed choice of output digits oi are shown after Raney's algorithm.
Raney's Algorithm
Although less known, Raney [12] also computes T1 = , with A = ( ) , for regular CF input. Raney's algorithm differs from the algebraic algorithm in the way the output digits are obtained. First, Raney's algorithm converts A to a product of powers of matrices L=(?)andR=().
In a second pass the product of L, R matrices is converted to a regular CF. Although due to the twopass structure, Raney's algorithm is not efficient as a computer arithmetic algorithm, we can infer that there is no natural 1-to-i correspondence between input and output digits. Raney's algorithm explains why the positional algebraic algorithm leads to non-exact results in some cases.
As before, 4J = constant during the entire algorithm, leading to an upper limit on the values of state registers.
Implementation
Linear Fractional Transformation Figure 1 shows a block diagram for a one-dimensional, linear, positional algebraic arithmetic unit. In the unear case we compute the transformation T1 = Given an input quotient x , we choose' the output at each iteration o = L1 . The iteration equations (IE) are:
Q uadratic Transformations
In the quadratic case we compute the transformation 7'2 , with x as the current input and o as the current output (indices i are omitted for simplicity).
We first choose o = L:::1 , and afterwards update the state registers as follows:
We can look at T2 also as a special case of an affine transformation of the form:
(y1\ (a b c\(x2\
\1J \oo iJ\iJ
Note that the quadratic case can be split into T2 = .
, which is also possible in the next case. In the quadratic case with two input variables, we compute the transformation T3(x, y) = where x,y are inputs to the following iteration equations for the state registers. For input digits x,y, and corresponding output digit o = we obtain:
1"Choose" refers to the fact that we can choose any output digit. The iteration equations adapt the state according to the chosen output quotient.
VLSI Implementation
We are interested in a hardware implementation of rational arithmetic based on continued fractions transformations such as T,,T2,T3.
Partial Quotients are the digits of a number representation based on simple CFs. Vuillemin{17} investigates issues regarding computability and number representation for partial quotients of continued fractions. Trivedi[13J and Kornerup[18] suggest the use of a small set of values to represent partial quotients of continued fractions. Specifically, Kornerup suggests limiting the values of partial quotients to {-2, -,0, ,2}. This reduces the computational complexity of a hardware implementation to shift-and-add. The drawback is that we can not easily guarantee convergence for redundant continued fractions (see Theorem 6). In addition, such a representation might be very wasteful for large quotients, e.g. Including zero in the quotient digit set results in redundant CFs and allows us to handle quotient digit overflow by using Equivalence 2. Given a finite 5-bit representation of quotient digits and finite-size state registers, we observe the following three main sources of error: A CF ending with 1.
• strings of is, e.g. [... , i, i, i, 1,. . .].
• Given infinite resources and a converging, regular input CF, the positional algebraic algorithm converges to the exact result. However, the state registers either (i) quickly converge to the simplest form ( ) for T1 , or (2) diverge very rapidly towards infinity. In case (i) we obtain an exact result. Case (2) causes an overflow of the state registers and results in an approximate result.
Although the positional algebraic algorithm produces almost always exact results if all input quotients are regular CFs, the distribution of these numbers is different from the uniform distribution of binary numbers. The rational input values to our simulations are binary numbers, converted to redundant continued fractions with quotients in {-2 . . . 2].
Improved Positional Algebraic Algorithm
We propose the following improvements for the linear case,T1 , based on the three sources of error, explained above:
1. Overflow of State Registers: The simple solution is to shift the coefficients a to d to the right, and continue computation to a possibly non-exact result. Raney For A = converges to the identity matrix ( As soon as the identity matrix is reached, the tail of the input fraction is equal to the tail of the out-
does not change anymore, and the calculation can be terminated.
Below we show the improved Semi-Exact Positional Algorithm (SEPA) based on the positional algebraic algorithm for continued fraction arithmetic with finite state registers and redundant CFs. The algorithm is shown for transformation T1 . S [o] stands for the state registers. Truncation of the output quotients to representable values is not shown for simplicity. MAXLEN is the maximal length of the input CF. MAXVAL is the maximal value of a redundant CF quotient -chosen in case of a virtual singularity. Vir-
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tual singularities occur due to the truncation of CF quotients to integers.
In the simple case, lines 14-17 are replaced by a right-shift(divisjon by a power of 2) of all state-registers.
Experimental Results
We use MapleV[21J to improve continued fraction arithmetic algorithms, and simulate various implementations. Exact arithmetic enables us to study the behavior of continued fraction arithmetic algorithms with arbitrary precision, limited only by computation time.
Running the simulations of the positional algebraic algorithm gives us more insight into its behavior and accuracy over a large set of inputs. We compare the simple algorithm to the improved SEPA algorithm described above. The simple version basically follows the standard algorithm, with a floating-point-like rightshift of all state registers on register overflow.
We classify individual results into exact and nonexact results. Exact results are results that match the result computed with Maple's exact arithmetic. Nonexact results differ from Maple's exact result by some error. We present the maximal error occuring within • square function -.÷ T = f.
• chosen case T2 = Quadratic transformations create quadratic growth of state register values, resulting in a stronger dependence of precision on the size of the state registers.
As a consequence, overflow of state registers occurs more often, and the improvements that worked well in the linear case (T1) fail to improve the performance S Multiplication --÷ T'3 = .
. Addition "* T3 =
Results are shown in figure 4 .
As in the quadratic case with one input variable, the "improvements" of the linear case do not apply for the quadratic case T3 Even with 28 bit registers, only about 70-80% of the results are exact. However, for the two cases shown in figure 4 the average error of the non-exact results is about 2_20 for register sizes larger or equal to 16 bits.
Simple Continued Fraction Inputs
Simple continued fractions consists of partial quotients E 1. We use the identity transformation to convert simple continued fractions with rational partial quotients to redundant continued fractions -implicitly eva!-uating a continued fraction expansion, in our case tan(x).
Example 4 We evaluate tan(x) (from equation 1) with the identity transformation ( ) , T1 = .
We observe a dependence of the accuracy of the final result on the accuracy of the input quotient. In fact, simulations show that the average error of the result is close to the precision of the state registers. Maximal error is roughly the square-root of the average error (i.e. half the bits).
Note that for simple continued fraction input the algorithm does not produce any exact results. Accuracy is now not limited by state register overflow, as much as by the loss of accuracy from truncation of fractional digits.
It appears reasonable to expect that a converging simple continued fraction at the input would improve the accuracy (convergence) ofthe output. However, the following convergent, positive, simple continued fraction expansion of tan(x), obtained from equation 1, fails to improve the precision of the final result. As in the case of continued fractions with integer quotients, we find no simple dependence between the convergence of the input, and the exactness of the output.
Final Optimization
Within the non-exact results, the proposed algorithm has a very low average error, but a relatively high maximal error. We discuss final optimization of example 1 from above. Figure 5 shows the histogram of the distribution of the error within the 1.5% of non-exact results in the case of T1 with 12-bit state registers, as shown in Example 1 above. We see that the error is almost uniformly distributed. In order to guarantee 16 bits of precision, we have to find a correction value for about 300 non-exact input values (out of 64K possible 16-bit inputs) . A small programmable array such as a table, PLA, etc., indexed with a subset of input bits holds the 300 correction values. In case of a non-exact result, the corresponding correction value is added to the final result.
Conclusions
In general, finite resources limit the achievable precision of continued fraction arithmetic. The proposed improvements make it feasible to obtain exact results in 98.5% of cases for the linear fractional transformation (T1), even with relatively small registers -making the algorithm interesting for implementation in hardware. Quadratic transformations create quadratic growth of state register values, resulting in a stronger dependence on the size of the state registers. A large percentage of non-exact results make it unrealistic to guarantee a specific precision with reasonable resouces.
The examples analyzed in this paper form the beginning of a bit-level understanding of algebraic algorithms for rational arithmetic. The major remaining issues before the proposed algorithms would become practical in the framework of binary arithmetic (in order of significance) are:
. Conversion of continued fractions to and from binary numbers limits the performance and applicability of current continued fraction arithmetic.
. The Redundant Continued Fraction representation limits the achievable precision by limiting the maximal range of partial quotients. Extending the maximal value of a quotient with "0" quotients leads to unacceptable growth of the number of partial quotients.
